Our purpose is to support businesses by building a trustful network of partners that allow the
network members to trade their goods with trust and simplicity.

East West Trading Organisation is an Import - Export and Trading company with an HQ in Tbilisi,
Georgia. ETO is represented by trustful partners in 8 more countries: China, Germany, Russia,
Ukraine, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Azerbaijan and Armenia connecting European and former CIS
markets to China.
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Who Are We?
ETO is an initiative founded by individuals from different
business verticals including international trade, retail,
production and ICT with an objective to support
businesses by sourcing and delivering goods throughout
the world with trust and simplicity.
ETO has already delivered hundreds of metric tones of
goods in food commodities like Wine, Grain, Oil, Nuts,
Sugar, Water, Tea and natural resources like Wood, Coal
and Copper. We have been a solid partner providing
seamless and continuous delivery to multiple
geographies. Our knowledge and expertise of political,
economic and legal systems of various countries, along
with physical presence there, make us the leaders in the
field by delivering solutions to complexities of
international trade.
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Ease of Doing
Business

7th Place

Georgia is 7th among 190
states in the World Bank Doing
Business 2021 ranking. Georgia
retains its place among the
world's top ten countries in ease
of doing business.

Why Georgia?
We support companies from the West to deliver their
value to the East and vice versa, which in many cases
could not happen because of political and economic
restrictions imposed by governments. Georgia has always
been a significant part of the Silk Road, first due to
geography but primarily because of being the bridge
culturally, economically, and socially between the diverse
people from the continents.
Thus our company East West Trading continues the same
historic role to connect the people of various continents
and bring value through this connection to all. This role is
even more reinforced with the DCFTA agreement with EU
and FTA agreement with the Peoples Republic of China
and many eastern countries, making trade through
Georgia advantageous and straightforward.
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Sourcing for Chinese Market
Despite the fact that China is a huge economy it is still
very far from being one of the richest countries in the
world. This is mostly because of the low household
income of general population that puts China on 56th
place in the world by GDP per capita. On the other hand,
it also creates a big opportunity as Chinese policy
makers intend to boost this part of the society that will
eventually reflect in higher consumer spending and
correspondingly, it will increase the demand on
commodities that are essential part of the Chinese
market.
By having an expertise of doing business in China, along
with the support of key strategic partners, we help
Chinese companies to source necessary goods from
around the world and also guide the other world to enter
Chinese market.

China is the world's largest consumer of
most commodities in both food and natural
resources categories due to the still
growing population and booming
construction and manufacturing demand.
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Scope of Our Work
East West Trading
specialises in sourcing,
and delivery of
commodities using
various financial and legal
structures.

Agriculture and Food
Commodities

Risk-free exchange of value
between different
economies.

Metal and Energy
Commodities
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The delicate but pleasant
taste of rapeseed oil can be
consumed in its cold,
natural form served as a
dressing or dip.

Sunflower oil is a simple,
easy-to-use cooking oil used
for a wide range of recipes,
from frying to baking.

Wheat is the staple food of
millions of people, being one
of the three globally
produced Cereals.

Rapeseed Oil

Sunflower Oil

Wheat
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Rice is one of the oldest
cereal grains in the world
and staple food consumed
for at least 5,000 years.

Maize or Corn constitute a
staple food in many regions
of the world.

Rice

Corn
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Coal is one of the most
important primary fossil
fuels in the world.

Timber or Lumber is an
important fuel and building
material used in different
forms for producing many
consumer goods.

Copper cathodes are used
in the manufacturing of
copper wire, cable and
transformer industries.

Coal

Timber

Cathode Copper
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Heavy and Light Crude Oil
and other products like
Diesel, Jet Fuel, Light Cycle
Oil, Condensate, Naphta,
Bitumen and Urea.

Major source of metal
recycled and reused for
building and construction
and other industrial needs.

Oil Products

Scrap Metal
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Former CIS Countries

90%

South America

5%

Important market for metal and energy
commodities. Chile, Peru and Colombia
mines provide various natural resources
for attractive prices, despite bad
infrastructure and economical instability.

5%

Main source of
aforementioned
commodities for our
company, because of ease
of access and good
infrastructure for delivery.

Africa &
Middle East
Big opportunity for sourcing both agriculture
and natural resource products. With our
strategic partnerships we are able to source
trustful and credible partners. Prices are
extremely attractive.

East West Trading
Organisation
Al Kazbegi Ave. 12a, 0160
Tbilisi, Georgia
Email: contact@eto.ge
WA / Cell: +995 599 987696
http://www.eto.ge

